SHUTTLE99

Python developer intern

Full or part time  Remote work  Paid internship

Who are we

The professionals behind SHUTTLE99 have a proven track of record working in the web development and data science fields. SHUTTLE99 is a young company that helps start-ups and fresh businesses to take off. In particular, we help small companies with their biggest problems: software development and customer acquisition.

In only a few months since the incorporation of the company, we have completed a software development project for fraud detection and we are working with a company valued at $3 billions, bringing traffic to their websites.

Last but not least, we are a completely remote team. And we love that. We are a team of 4-5 experienced professionals working from Germany, Estonia, Russia, Romania, etc.

Your role

- Get involved in all the steps of the software development life cycle, end to end.
- Own and execute on time the software development projects in Python that will be assigned to you while meeting the highest standards.
- Write a clean and bulletproof code.
- Get familiar with Python libraries for data wrangling (pandas, sqlalchmey, numpy, scipy, selenium) and machine learning (scikit-learn).
- Work closely and be keen on learning from your remote team of experts.
Your profile

- You already have basic experience in web development.
- You know Python. You have already developed a project with it.
- You are independent, reliable, and you are able to manage your time efficiently.
- You are fluent in English.
- Ideally, you have experience with Python Flask, databases and/or machine learning.
- You are a top performer. We love to work with smart people.

What we offer

- A true mentorship organisation: we are committed to teach you how to do things the right way.
- Work in projects with real impact.
- Work with experts in their fields and be part of an awesome, international, and young team.
- A future career. We want someone who would continue working with us in the future, at least part time.
- Flexibility, flexibility and flexibility! Our team is remote. We do not care about working hours we care only about results and good quality work.

Apply today!

Send us your application to hithere@shuttle99.com. Your CV is enough, but we would appreciate if you send us information about your projects, your github repository, etc.

We are looking forward to hearing from you!